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Tested for superior  
quality and reliability.

The Hose Test: 
Withstands at least 40,000 
bends under 2 kg of weight.

The Switch Test: 
Operates at least  
45,000 times.

The Roller Test: 
Rolls over door thresholds  
at least 6,000 times.
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The Housing Test: 
Withstand being dropped 35 
times from carrying height.

The Cord Retraction Test:  
Rolls up at least  
6,000 times.

The Nozzle Test: 
Vacuums 500 km  
without a fault.
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Cordless Vacuum 
Cleaners.

Our cordless range comes with high 
performance with an extra long life*.
No cords. No limits.

*  For selected Handstick models only.
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Truly Unlimited.
No cords. No usage limit.

Enjoy infinite runtime thanks to the Unlimited's
interchangeable batteries and a quick charger.
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Infinite Runtime.
Exchangable battery packs and 
a quick charger ensure you're 
always ready to clean.

Clean as you charge.
With up to 60 minutes runtime 
and only ~45 minutes for a full 
charge, you can simultaneously 
use, charge and replace batteries 
for continuous cleaning.

Quick Charging (~45 mins).
It only takes ~45minutes for a full 
battery charge.

No battery self-discharge.
Li-lon technology allows charged 
batteries to hold their charge 
without loss in capacity even if 
unused for days.

~45 mins
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The Art of Quiet.
Powerful yet subtle, the Unlimited operates 
at a pleasingly quiet tone, likened to enjoying 
a calm conversation with 2 friends.

Powerful Beyond 
Imagination with Unlimited.

Experience infinite vacuum runtime 
and intensive cleaning performance 
on all floors.
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“I enjoy quality tools that free me from 
limitations, and the infinite runtime on 

the Unlimited provides exactly that.”

Andy Yang
Visual Artist

Popular works include:

• “Artskins” for Night to Light Festival 2018

• “The Many Glimpses of Drama” 2017

• The Jaguar Art Experience 2017
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Unlimited Possibilities
There's a perfect accessory
for every cleaning task.

AllFloor 
Highpower brush.
Suitable for all kinds 
of floors, from carpet 
to parquet.

XXL Upholstery 
brush.
Perfect for cleaning 
sofas and cushioned 
seats.

Main core for 
light cleaning.
Great for light 
cleaning without 
added accessories.
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Thanks to multiple accessories, you can  
clean up dirt spots in all kinds of spaces.

2in1 Upholstery  
& Furniture brush.
Ideal for cleaning 
upholstery furniture 
and curtains.

Long flexible nozzle.
Brilliant at reaching 
corners and tigh 
spots, even in cars.

Extension tube.
Great for extending 
the range of your 
reach.
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Performance. Convenience.

Powerful performance.
The Unlimited contains the latest 
motor tecnology: The DigitalSpin 
motor. Rotates faster than 
Formula 1 motor.

Intensive cleaning results.
The motorised AllFloor HighPower 
brush achieves through cleaning 
on all floor types.

Optimum cleaning performance.
Special bristles on the 
TwinBrush optimizes cleaning 
performance on both carpets 
and hard floors.

Especially handy.
Thanks to the docking station 
with integrated accessories, you 
have everything quick to hand.

Especially hygienic
The hygienic filter in the cartridge 
ensures that exhaust air is even 
cleaning than the room air.

Especially easy to clean.
The RotationClean system 
delivers 99.9% filtration and 
makes it easy to clean in no
time. Lifetime filter materials 
included.

Especially fast.
The dust box is easy to remove 
and empty without coming into 
any contact with dust.
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BBS1224 
Unlimited Cordless Handstick

BBS1114
Unlimited Cordless Handstick

Number of Batteries 2x 1x

Type of Batteries Lithium Ion Lithium Ion

Battery runtime on 
Turbo Mode

14 (2X7) min 7 min

Battery runtime on 
normal Mode

Infinite* up to 60 min#

Charging time ~45 min 4-5 hrs

Accessories

High Power brush Yes Yes

2in1 brush Yes Yes

Crevice Long flexible crevice tool Long flexible crevice tool

Usable without 
accessories

Yes Yes

Quick Charger Yes No

Hygiene

Emission 99.9% filtration

Filter cleaning No filter washing needed

Dust box emptying Suitable for small bins

Nozzle cleaning No tools needed

Product
overview

*  Runtime is infinite with two Bosch Power batteries running on normal power mode, thanks to the 
included Bosch quick charger where one battery can be charged while the other is in use. 
Standard runtime with motorised motor: up to 45mins 
Standard runtime without motorised motor: up to 60 mins

#  Without motorized nozzle.
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Cleaning made easy 
and within reach with 
Flexxo cordless.

We’ve set out to make vacuuming your 
home quicker, and more convenient. 

Integrated Accessories

A versatile range 
of accessories are 
incorporated into the 
Flexxo vacuum for easy 
access and flexibility.
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Performance. Convenience.

RobustAir System
Dust separation is now more 
efficient with the help of cyclonic air 
guidance and optimised sealings, 
ensuring cleaning performance is 
not compromised even when the 
dust box fills up.

Extendable Crevice Tool
With a reach of up to 55cm, the 
crevice tool can be attached to 
your device for easy cleaning of 
ceilings or cupboard tops.

Furniture/Upholstery  
Brush Combination Tool
The furniture brush with extra 
long and soft bristles cleans your 
delicate surfaces effectively. 

The upholstery brush features 
robust threadlifters that gets rid 
of hair clumps and dust from your 
textile surfaces.
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The first cordless vacuum cleaner from 
Bosch with the cleaning performance 
of a 2400-watt vacuum cleaner*.

Powerful, cordless and the 
longest runtime with Athlet.
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Because life should be 
this easy

Results comparable to a 
conventional vacuum cleaner 
at 2400 watts*

The combination of a motor 
with a highest capacity lithium-
ion battery (32.4V) allows 
the Bosch Athlet vacuum to 
function up to 75 minutes.**

Up to 75 minutes of  
autonomous operation

The SensorControl system 
sends an LED alert when 
the filter requires cleaning, 
ensuring optimal dust pick-up 
every time you vacuum.

SmartSensor 
Control

Our Li-Ion batteries are safe to 
use and last longer due to an 
electronic 3-step protection 
system that prevents:

Safe to Use Lithium-Ion 
Technology

Overheating

Overcharging

Deep discharge

** Operation time varies depending on the model and speed setting selected.

The new Athlet from Bosch is a powerful handstick vacuum that 
achieves cleaning results that are comparable to a corded 2400 
watt vacuum cleaner on all types of floors.*

How the Athlet compares with a conventional 
vacuum cleaner

*  Dust pick-up in comparison to a 2400 watt vacuum cleaner (BGL32400) on carpet and 
hard floor with crevices. Tested according to EN 60312.

 Bosch
Athlet
32.4V

Conventional 
vacuum
cleaner

 

 Bosch
Athlet
32.4V

Conventional 
vacuum
cleaner

 Bosch
Athlet
32.4V

Conventional 
vacuum
cleaner

Exceptional 
Performance
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Readyy'y 2-in-1
and cordless.

A cordless handstick vacuum cleaner 
with a detachable handheld design for 
easy manoeuvring and swift cleaning.
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Thorough cleaning 
The crevice nozzle attachment 
makes it easier to vacuum in 
narrow spaces.

Performance. Convenience.

Better cleaning performance 
with shorter cleaning time. 
Its high airflow and motorised 
brush makes cleaning every 
corner of your home simple and 
faster.*

* As compared to Readyy’y NiMH and based on dust pick-up from hard floors with crevice and 
motorised brush activation on low setting. 

Flexible nozzle joint
Unrestricted cordless vacuuming 
around and under furniture 
thanks to the flexible nozzle joint. 

Faster Charging
It requires only 5 hours to charge 
with Lithium battery, allowing 
more frequent cleans.

Easy cleaning brush
The motorised nozzle is quick 
and easy to clean thanks to the 
practical EasyClean system.
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Product
overview

 
BCH7ATH32K

Athlet RunTime Plus
BCH65RT25K

Athlet RunTime Plus
BCH6ATH25

Athlet
BCH3K255

Flexxo
BBH3ZOO25

Flexxo (Tornado Red)
BBHL22140

Readyy’y (Royal Blue)
BBHL21841 / BBHL21840

Readyy’y (Mineral Silver / Dark Night)

Handstick Type Handstick Handstick Handstick
Handstick +
Handheld

Handstick +
Handheld

Handstick +
Handheld

Handstick +
Handheld

Power (Voltage) 32.4v 25.2v 25.2v 25.2v 25.2v 21.6v 18v

Performance
Setting

3 3 3 2 2 2 2

SensorBagless - - - -

Max Run
Time (min)

75min 75min 60min 55min 55min 45min 40min

Type of Battery Li-ion Li-ion Li-ion Li-ion Li-ion Li-ion Li-ion

Charging Time 6 hours 6 hours 6 hours 5 hours 5 hours 4.5 hours 4.5 hours

Dust Container
Capacity

XL size  
(up to 0.9L)

XL size  
(up to 0.9L)

XL size  
(up to 0.9L)

L size  
(up to 0.4L)

L size  
(up to 0.4L)

L size  
(up to 0.4L)

L size  
(up to 0.4L)

Washable Filter

Motorized Brush

Easy removable
& clean brush

Solid freestanding
without
docking station

Accessories

Accessory kit
(Extra wide upholstery

nozzle & Extra long
crevice tool)

Accessory kit
(Extra wide upholstery

nozzle & Extra long
crevice tool)

-
2-in-1 furniture / 

upholstery nozzle & 
extendable crevice tool

ProAnimal Brush Roll, 
upholstery nozzle & 
flexible extendable 

crevice nozzle 

Crevice tool Crevice tool
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• Versatile cleaning: cordless, handy and lightweight  
–  perfect for quick in-between cleaning and cleaning 

car interiors

Easy to use

Excellent Cleaning Performance

• High Airflow System efficiently separates dust and 
features a triple filter for thorough, lasting cleaning 
performance

• Lithium-Ion Technology: Durable batteries for constantly 
high performance and short charging time

• Runtime up to 40 min.

Easy to use

• Versatile cleaning: cordless, handy and lightweight  
–  perfect for quick in-between cleaning and cleaning 

car interiors

Excellent Cleaning Performance

• High Airflow System efficiently separates dust and 
features a triple filter for thorough, lasting cleaning 
performance

• Lithium-Ion Technology: Durable batteries for constantly 
high performance and short charging time

• Runtime up to 45 min.

BHN1840L
Cordless Handheld

BHN2140L
Cordless Handheld
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Our canister vacuums feature the 
latest innovations for incredible 
cleaning performance and whisper 
quiet operation.

Bagged and 
Bagless Vacuums.
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Designed with 
QuattroPower for 
maximum performance.

The QuattroPower system allows you to enjoy 
superior cleaning performance with more than 50% 
of energy savings, achieving the performance of a 
2400W vacuum cleaner with just 650W*.

Low Power Usage High Cleaning Performance

* Based on Bosch bagged vacuum cleaner BGL8SI59GB's EU energy label.

 AirSeal  
Special sealings 
prevent any 
leakages of air.

HiSpin Motor*
Improved airflow with  
low energy consumption.

•  15% less energy consumption
• Longer life span
•  Quieter + Better performance
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Introducing QuattroPower system – designed to deliver 
class-leading dust pick-up. Every component has been 
optimized for maximum airflow and incredible cleaning 
performance.

D
u
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u
p

Input 
power (W)Bosch 650W Vacuum 

with QuattroPower
650W2400W

For bagless vacuum cleaners:
High Efficiency Dust Separation System

•  Effective dust filtering and thorough cleaning for 
cleaner exhaust air.

*  Made in Germany HiSpin Motor is only applicable to Bosch 
bagged & bagless canister vacuum cleaners.

High Performance 
Floors Tools 
Lead to Class A 
dust pick-up.

PowerProtect Dustbag 
Aids in effective dust filtration 
and thorough cleaning.
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The quietest vacuum 
cleaner in the market.

SilenceSound™ system delivers powerful dust pickup at 
the lowest sound level, using a comprehensive package 
of sound reducing measures.

 

Aeroplane

120dB
83dB

Road traffic

74dB
Talking
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Exhaust system with 
optimised airways  
The extra-large exhaust 
system with its special 
exhaust filter expels the air 
slowly and quietly.

Silence motor  
The new motor with its 
specially shaped impellers 
reduces noise.

Noise-optimised connections 
All connections in the 
In'genius are so well sealed 
that almost no air escapes 
and thus makes a noise.

New, high-performance nozzle 
Larger, better-sealed airways 
with extra-wide and deep 
suction channel ensure 
outstanding cleaning 
performance while keeping 
noise to a minimum.

 

74dB
59dB
Bosch In’ Genius Prosilence

BGL8SI59GB
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We make maintenance 
a breeze.

The technology provides an intelligent solution for low 
maintenance effort and still at optimal performance throughout 
its life time by having a internal sensor that continously measures 
airflow rates.

When the filters become dirty and block airflow, the system will 
automatically power down and activate its own self cleaning 
process.

Maintains Maximum 
Performance thanks to 
SensorControl.

Minimal Maintenance 
with Fully automatic self 
cleaning

What is SensorBagless™ Technology?

SensorControl (Bagless and Athlet)
The SensorControl System sends an LED 
alert when the filter needs cleaning.

Bagless Vacuums
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Class A Dust Re-Emission Class.

PowerProtect Dustbag:
(BBZAFGALL)

Being top-in-class filters for unparalleled quality, HEPA filters are 
used in most Bosch bagged vacuum cleaners, providing filtration 
of smaller particles and giving you greater peace-of-mind.

*  Suction power with partly filled dustbag (400g) in comparison to Bosch Type G 
dustbags without PowerProtect technology, tested in an appliance of BSGL5...
range. Suitable for all new Bosch bagged vacuum cleaners.

Emission Class A

PureAir Filter HEPA Filter

Filtration Class
E10

(EPA 10)
H13

(HEPA 13)
U15

(ULPA 15)

Dust 
Re-emission 

class
A A A

Filtration 
efficiency

Up to 
85%

Up to 
99.95%

Up to 
99.9995%

Particle size
(Microns)

0.30 0.30 0.12

Washability Not washable Washable - No followup costs

For longlasting cleaning performance.

Benefits:
•  99.9% fine dust particles are filtered
•  Up to 60%* more suction power 

even when dustbag fills up
• Prevent blockage of airflow

Bagged Vacuums
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BGL8SI59GB 

In'genius ProSilence

Quietest vacuum cleaner with excellent cleaning performance
• QuattroPower System
• 650W Made in Germany Hi-Spin motor
• Class A dust pick up on hard floor with crevice
• Parquet brush, upholstery nozzle, crevice nozzle and furniture brush
• SilenceSound System - 59dB(A)    

 
Suitable for Allergy sufferers
• Washable Ulpa 15 filtration
• AirSafe design reduces air leakage
• New improved PowerProtect dust bag
• XXL size dustbag volume up to 5L   

 
High manoeuvrability 
• 15m longest operation radius
•  4 x 360º wheels for maximum stability

dB(A)
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SuperSilent compact vacuum cleaner with thorough and
quiet cleaning
• QuattroPower System
• 700W Made in Germany Hi-Spin motor
• Class A dust pick up on hard floor with crevice
• Hard floor nozzle, upholstery nozzle, crevice nozzle, universal nozzle 

and furniture brush
• SilenceSound System - 69dB(A)    

 
Suitable for allergy sufferer
• Washable HEPA13 filtration
• AirSafe design reduces air leakage
• New improved PowerProtect dust bag
• XL size dustbag volume up to 4L    

High manoeuvrability 
•  4 x 360º wheels for maximum stability

dB(A)
69

BGL4S69AGB 

ProSilence
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Superb cleaning performance with low energy consumption
• QuattroPower System
• 650W Made in Germany Hi-Spin motor
• Class A dust pick up on hard floor with crevice
• Parquet brush, upholstery nozzle, crevice nozzle and furniture brush
 
Cost savings & cleaner air
• Washable HEPA13 filtration
• AirSafe design reduces air leakage
• New improved PowerProtect dust bag 
• XL size dustbag volume up to 4L 
   
High manoeuvrability
•  4 x 360º wheels for maximum stability

BGL3A330GB 

ProEnergy
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dB(A)
69

BGN2A112GB 

Compact

Excellent cleaning performance
• 600W Made in Germany Hi-Spin motor
• HEPA13 filter
• Dustbag capacity – up to 3.5L
• Crevice tool and upholstery nozzle
• Class A dust pickup on hardfloor with crevice
• Dust Re-emission Class A
    
Easy to use
• Compact size and light weight   
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Product
overview

BGL8SI59GB 
In’genius 

ProSilence

BGL4S69AGB 
ProSilence

BGL3A330GB 
ProEnergy

BGN2A112GB
Compact

Max. Power 
Rating

650W 700W 650W 600W

Filtration System
Washable 

Ulpa15
Washable 
HEPA13

Washable 
HEPA13

Washable 
HEPA13

Dust Bag 
Capacity

XXL size 
(up to 5L)

XL size 
(up to 4L)

XL size 
(up to 4L)

L size 
(up to 3L)

Replacement 
Dust Bag

BBZ41FGALL BBZ41FGALL BBZ41FGALL BBZ41FGALL

Operating Radius 
(M)

15 10 10 9

Noise dB(A) 59 dB(A) 69 dB(A) 75 dB(A) 78 dB(A)

AirBumperTM

Furniture & Wall 
Protection

– – –

Accessories

Crevice Tool

Upholstery Nozzle

Furniture
Brush

–

Parquet Brush –

EU Energy Label (2010/30/EC)

Energy Efficiency 
(Class)

A A A A

Total Energy 
Consumption 
(kWh)

28 28 28 28

Cleaning 
Performance 
Class Hard Floor

A A A A

Cleaning 
Performance 
Class Carpet

C C C C

Dust  
Re-emission 
Class

A A A A
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Energy efficient compact vacuum with thorough and quiet cleaning
• QuattroPower System
• SensorBagless Technology
• 700W Made in Germany HiSpin motor 
• Extra long crevice tool, XXL upholstery nozzle, furniture brush
• SilenceSound System - 75dB(A)  

Suitable for allergy sufferer 
• Washable HEPA13 filtration
• AirSafe design reduces air leakage
• XL size dust container volume, up to 1.9L    

  
Easy to use
• Compact size and light weight

BGS4UGOGB 

Runn'n ProSilence
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Excellent cleaning performance and low energy consumption
• 700W Made in Germany HiSpin motor
• Parquet brush, upholstery nozzle, crevice nozzle

Suitable for allergy sufferer
• Washable HEPA13 filtration
• L size dustbag volume up to 3.5L (BBZ41FGALL)
 
Easy to use
• Compact size and lightweight
• Versatile bagged or bagless cleaning

BGN22128GB 

(Bagged & Bagless)
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BGS4UGOGB 
Runn’n ProSilence

BGN22128GB
(Bagged & Bagless)

Max. Power Rating 700W 700W

Filtration System Washable HEPA13 Washable HEPA13

Dust Container Volume
XL Size

(Up to 1.9L)
L Size

(Up to 3.5L)

Operating Radius (M) 9 8

Noise dB(A) 75 dB(A) 82 dB(A)

Accessories

Crevice Tool

Upholstery Nozzle

Furniture Brush -

Turbo Brush - -

Parquet Brush

EU Energy Label  
(2010/30/EC)

Energy Efficiency Class A B

Total Energy Consumption 
(kWh)

28 34

Cleaning Performance Class 
Hard Floor

A C

Cleaning Performance Class 
Carpet

C D

Dust Re-emission Class A A

Product
overview
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Accessories –
Optional nozzles.

BBZ124HD 
Parquet DuoSoft 
Hard Floor Nozzle

BBZ42TB 
Mattress Tool

Carpet

BBZ124HD 
Parquet DuoSoft 
Hard Floor Nozzle

BBZ123HD 
Hard Floor Nozzle

Parquet

BBZ42TB 
Mattress Nozzle

Mattress

BBZ124HD 
Parquet DuoSoft 
Hard Floor Nozzle

Tiles
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Customer service support 
you can depend on.

Trust Bosch customer service to 

help you throughout the lifetime of 

your appliance.

Experts repairs from our qualified 
engineers with only original spare parts

Create a MyBosch account to register 
your appliance warranty

Added peace of mind with our 
extended warranty plans

Our Customer Call Center is available from Monday 
to Friday 9am to 6pm and Saturday 9am to 1pm at 
(65) 6751 5000. Closed on Sunday and Public Holidays.

Bosch online store offers you the convenience 
to get your cleaning & care products, that will 
enhance the performance of your appliance

All Bosch home appliances are produced with 
maximum care, in high quality materials. We promise it 
in our 2-year manufacturer’s warranty on all appliances.
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For service repair and spare parts replacement, 
please contact:

Customer Care Line:
(65) 6751 5000

Customer Service Center:
38C Jalan Pemimpin #01-01 Singapore 577180

Operating Hours:
Monday to Friday, 8.30am to 5.30pm (Excluding Public Holidays)

www.bosch-home.com.sg

Whilst every care has been taken in the preparation of this publication, Bosch 
does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of the information in this 
publication and Bosch reserves the right to alter specifications without notice. 
To the extent permitted by law, Bosch excludes all liability, including negligence, 
for any loss incurred in reliance on the contents of this publication. ©Copyright 
2019 by BSH Home Appliances Pte Ltd. Company registration number: 
199608497E. Printed in Singapore. 
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To find out more about 
Bosch Home Appliances:

Visit us @ 
Bosch Experience Center
11 Bishan Street 21,
Bosch Building #04-01
Singapore 573943
Mainline: 63561080

Like us on Facebook:
www.facebook/BoschHomeSG

Follow us on Instagram:
boschhomesg
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